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ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY
CHARACTERIZATION SETS

WILLIAM D. L. APPLING

Abstract. Suppose U is a set, F is a field of subsets of U, fsAB is the set of

all real-valued, bounded finitely additive functions on F, and for each p in

pAB, &p is the set of all elements of pAB absolutely continuous with respect to

p, pA is the set of all nonnegative-valued elements of pAB, and pB is the set of

all functions from F into exp(R) with bounded range union.

An extension of a previous absolute continuity characterization theorem

of the author (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 18 (1967), 94-99) is given in the form

of a characterization of those subsets S of pAB having the property that if

each of £ and p is in pA, then £ is in 8.^ iff it is true that if a is in pB,

fua(I)u(I) and fua(I)^(I) exist and the function J au is in S, then / a £ is in

S.

1. Introduction.Suppose U is a set, F is a field of subsets of U, pAB is the set

of all real-valued, bounded finitely additive functions on F, and t>J, is the set

of all nonnegative-valued elements of pAB.

It is the purpose of this paper to give a characterization of certain subsets

of pAB, which, by means of certain integral (see §2) function inclusion

properties, characterize the absolute continuity of an element of pA with

respect to an element of pA . It will be seen that this description is a

generalization of an easy consequence (see Theorem 1.1 below) of a previous

theorem of the author [2] which we now state. For each p in pAB, let & denote

the set of all elements of pAB absolutely continuous with respect to p.

Theorem l.A.l [2]. // eacA of fi and £ is in pA , then the following two

statements are equivalent:

(1) If a is a bounded function from F into the nonnegative numbers such that

each of the integrals (see § 2) fv a(I )[i(I) and fv a(I )£(/) exists and fv a(I )p.Q)

= 0, then fv aQ)£Q) = 0, and
(2) | is in a„.

Now, easy extensions of the methods used in [2] to prove Theorem l.A.l,

together with elementary considerations involving differential equivalence (see

§2) yield the following theorem, whose argument we leave to the reader. Let

\)B denote the set of all functions from F into exp(R) with bounded range

union.
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Theorem 1.1. If each of ju and £ is in $A, then the following two statements

are equivalent:

(1) If a is in pB and each of the integrals fy a(I)fi(I) and fy a(I)^(I) exists

and the function (see §2) f a/x is (0), the zero function, then f a£ = 0, and

(2) £ if in 6EM.

If, in the statement of the above theorem, we substitute the statement " f a/t

is in {0} " for " J aju is 0 ", and " J" a£ is in {0} " for " f a£ = 0 ", we see that

{0} is an absolute continuity characterization set in accordance with the

following

Definition. The statement that 5 is an absolute continuity characterization

set means S C pAB, and if each of ju and £ is in pA , then £ is in & iff it is true

that if a is in pB and each of the integrals Ju a(I )ju(Z) and J|/<*(/)£(/) exists and

f aju, is in S, then / a| is in S.

Now, we shall let, for each p in pAB, 5(p) denote the set all a in pB such that

fua(I)p(I) exists.
In this paper we give a characterization of the absolute continuity charac-

terization sets in the form of the following extension of Theorem 1.1 (see §3):

Theorem 3.1.    If S C $AB, then the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) S is an absolute continuity characterization set, and

(2) the following two statements hold:

(i) // k is in S and p is in &K, then f t(k) \p\ is in S, where t(k) is the function

from F into exp(R) given by

,w,v f{l}ifO<K(l),

T(K)(/) = ({-1} (M/X o,

and

(ii) if$ is in and Sntij and $(U) > 0, then there is x in 3(f) such that f xf

is not in S.

2. Preliminary theorems and definitions. We refer the reader to [4] for the

notions of subdivision, refinement, integral and integral function that we shall

use in this paper. The reader is also referred to [4] for a statement of

Kolmogoroffs 5 ] differential equivalence theorem and certain of its implica-

tions about the existence and equivalence of various integrals that we shall

consider.

In subsequent paragraphs, when the existence of an integral or the equiva-

lence of an integral to an integral is an easy consequence of matters of this

section preceding whatever discussion is at hand, the integral need only be

written or the equivalence assertion made, and the proof left to the reader.

We now state three versions of previous theorems of the author, appro-

priately modified for the setting of this paper. The arguments for the theorems

as stated below carry over from the originals with only minor modifications,

and we therefore state them without proof. In each case the reference

indicated refers, of course, to the paper in which the original version of the

theorem appears.

Theorem 2.A.1 [1].   Z/| is in pAB, then $(£) = S(f |£|).
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Theorem 2.A.2 [2].   If p. is in tf and £ is in 8,^ n ipf, then 5(u) C 5(|).

Theorem 2.A.3 [3]. If p: is in pA , £ is in (5^ n lpA , and a is an element of

Sip.) with range union a subset of the nonnegative numbers, then f a£ is absolutely

continuous with respect to f ap:.

We see, from elementary considerations of differential equivalence, that the

statement of Theorem 2.A.3 remains true if the nonnegativeness condition on

a is removed; accordingly we shall refer to this strengthened version of

Theorem 2.A.3 as Theorem 2.A.4.

We end this section with a theorem that we shall use in proving Theorem

3.1. We state two definitions.

Definition. If a is a function from F into exp(R), then x(«) is the function

with domain F such that if / is in F, then x(a)0O £ {—1,1} and contains -1

iff for some y in aQ), y < 0, and contains 1 iff for some y in aQ), 0 < y.

Definition. If | is in pAB, then t(£ ) is the function with domain F such that

if / is in F, then t(£)(/) = {1} if 0 < £(/), and t(|)(/) = {-1} if £(/) < 0.

Theorem 2.1. // k is in pA and a is in 6B(k), then x(a)lal 's m $(K) and

J" x(«)I«|k = /«*•

Proof. Suppose V is in F and 0 < c. Differential equivalence implies that

there is a subdivision 25 of V such that if © is a refinement of 25 and for each

/ in Gr, vQ) is in aQ), then

||v(/M/)-/7«(/W/)|<5-

Now, suppose © is a refinement of 25 and for each / in @, aQ) is in aQ), and

dQ) is in x(«)0O- F°r eacn / in @ there is a*Q) in aQ) such that

dQ)\a*Q)\ = a*(I). Thus

LotiJW)-2dQ)[[a(lMl)]
JV g

<2   faiJ)KiJ)-a*Q)KQ)
g   Ji

+ -2\[dQ)\a*(I)\]-dQ)\aQ)Ml)
g

<Z + 2K/)lll«*(/)|-|a(/)lk(/)

<Cj + -2\a*Q)-aQ)\KQ)
4     e

< | + 2 |a*(/M/)-/«(7My)

+ 2    faiJ)KiJ)-aQ)KQ)
g    -'J

< c/4 + c/4 + c/4 < c.

Therefore x(«) |a| is in /(«) and f x(a)l«lK = / an.
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3. The characterization theorem. In this section we prove Theorem 3.1, as

stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose (1) is true. We first show that (2)(i) is true.

Suppose k is in S and p is in &K. If V is in F, then

K(V) =jv<I) = jvr(K)(I)\K(I)\ =/kt((c)(Z)//|k(7)|,

so that t(k) is in 5(f |k|) and/ [t(k) J" |k|] is in S, and since, by Theorem 2.A.2,

t(k) is in S(f \p\), it follows that J" t(k)|p| is in S. Therefore (2)(i) is true.

We now show that (2)(ii) is true. We first note that (2)(i) implies that 9 is in

S. Now suppose that f is in 5 fl pA and £(U) > 0. Then f is not in &6.

Therefore there is some v in <f(f) n i(9) such that f v9 is in S (trivially) and

/ vl is not in S. Therefore (2)(ii) is true.

Therefore (1) implies (2).

Now suppose (2) is true.

Suppose first that ju is in pA , £ is in $M n pA , a is in $(ji) n 9(£) and / aft

is in S. Let k = f a/x.. By Theorem 2. A. 4, / a£ is in &K, and since k is in S, it

follows from (2)(i) that J[t(k) J* |a£|] is in 5. By Theorem 2.1, we have the

following extstence and equalities:

/ x(«) I«Im = / «/*>       / X(«) |a|^ = / «£•

Now,

/[/kW(Z)-X(a)(Z)||a(Z)|/x(Z)

= i \L <K)(JMJ)W) ~ L x(<*)(J)HJ)W)

= /f/|//T(K)(/)|K(/)|-//a(/)K/)

= fc \k(I) - k(/)| = 0.

Therefore, by Theorem 1.1,

0=/[/|t(k)(/)-x(«)(Z)|KZ)|£(Z)

= L \L WMJMJ) ~ X x(«)(J)HJ)W)

Since, as previously stated, f [t(k) f |a£|] is in S, it follows that / a£ is in 5.

Now, suppose, conversely, that each of ju. and £ is in pA, and that if a is in

i(jx) n J(£) and / apt is in S, then f a£ is in 51. We again note that (2)(i) implies

that 0 is in 5. Suppose that B is in QQx) n J(£) and f By. = 9. Now, since

0 = f By, it follows that 0 = J" \B\fi, and since therefore / \B\p\ is in S, it

follows that/ |/?|£ is in S 0 rjj. Suppose/ /?£ ¥= 0, i.e., /,, |/3(/)|£(Z) > 0. By
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(2)(ii) it follows that there is 8 in 9(f |j6|£) such that f 8\B\$ is not in S. It

clearly follows that 8\B\ is in 9(£). Now, since f \B\n = 9, it follows that if V
is in F, 25 is a subdivision of V, and for each / in 25, dQ) is in 8Q), then

2a rf(/)//1/8(7M-/) = 0, so that 8 is in S(f |/8|m) and 9 =/(8/|j8|M)
= / (6|/J|)/i, so that it follows that 8\R\ is in 9(/i) n 9(£) and/ (5|/%) is in 5,

so that J(S|/?|)£ is in S1, a contradiction. Therefore //?£ = 9. Therefore, by

Theorem 1.1, £ is in dE^.

Therefore (2) implies (1).

Therefore (1) and (2) are equivalent.
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